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There has been a weir on Fermoy’s Blackwater for at least 800 years, since the Cistercian monks built 

their abbey Sancta Maria de Castro Dei (Our Lady of the Camp of God), somewhere on what is now Ashe 

Quay. Before ever a bridge crossed the river, the monks ran a ferry. Thomas Cromwell mentions the 

weir in 1540, in his inventory for Henry VIII, prior to the dissolution of the monasteries. Centuries after 

the abbey was lost to history, in 1791, the Scottish businessman John Anderson bought the old abbey 

lands and founded the modern town where he built the weir that exists today. 
 

The Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, Shane Ross has said that the expressed ambition of the 

Department which he manages is: "To increase participation and interest in sport, to improve 

standards of performance and to develop sports facilities at national, regional and local level, thereby 

contributing to healthier lifestyles and an improved overall quality of life, through a departmental 

policy and resource framework in partnership with its agencies, other government departments and 

the National Governing Bodies of Sport." 
 

The reality is however, that several events planned for 2019 have already been cancelled and now, the 

very existence of several clubs is seriously threatened. Fermoy Regatta will likely be cancelled for the 

first time in 80 years. Two International Triathlon events face cancellation and Ireland’s only Mk3 

Wheelchair Accessible Boat cannot safely launch or dock, preventing people of varied levels of ability 

from appreciating our magnificent Blackwater River and its environs, this is clearly breach of the 

European Convention on Human Rights for Disabled People. 
 

Basically, there are two serious issues with regard to Fermoy Weir, a listed protected structure which is 

the property and responsibility of Cork County Council. 
 

a. The Breach and collapse of the Mill Race Weir Wall. This occurred over the last two years. We 

believe resulted from and was directly caused by the Flood Works carried out by Lagan 

Construction (agents and servants OPW) and the Office of Public Works. This work included an 

in-river road which was built abutting the weir, and intensive pile-driving into the river bed.  

b. The damaged Fish Passes. No maintenance has been carried out on this weir, or its Fish passes 

since the 1960’s and because of this neglect, the Fish Passes have deteriorated, falling into 

significant disrepair, so much so the fish passes don’t work adequately for fish migration.  
 

MILL RACE WEIR WALL; 

1. We firmly believe this breach was caused by works carried out by the contractors Lagan 

Construction, working on behalf of the OPW, during the flood works, with the building of an in-

river road, and intense pile driving, causing structural damage to the Mill Race Weir Wall. 
 

2. Two years ago, a tree became lodged on this section of weir and when it finally came loose it 

took some of the weir capping’s away with it. Thousands of trees have come down the river and 

over the weir over the last 200 years but this particular tree is being blamed solely for the recent, 

unprecedented damage. 
 

3. During the flood works, the Mill Race Weir Wall was badly compromised, as a result of intensive 

pile-driving and as a result of building of an in-river road abutting the weir. The purpose of this 

in-river road was to facilitate the building of the new flood wall along O’Neil Crowley Quay. 

Thousands of tons of stone and rock were dumped into the river to create this road. This, and 

the pile driving, would have had huge effect on the on the foundations and structure of the weir. 
 

4. On the 22/23 of January 2019 30mtrs of the Mill Race Weir Wall collapsed. The collapse occurred 

at the precise point where the in-river road was built, and where the pile-driving was carried out.  
 

5. We predicted this collapse when the fallen tree carried away some of the Mill Race Weir Wall 

capping. Our Clubs offered last summer to go in and to affect a tempory repair on the breach. 

We were told by Cork County Council, acting on advice of Inland Fisheries Ireland, that if we did 

so, we would face arrest and court proceedings.  

 



FISH PASSES; 

1. The problem of Fermoy Weir’s damaged fish passes was first highlighted in October 2003. 

Because of that year’s dry summer, the first rise in water levels came in October, and when 

thousands of migrating salmon arrived at the weir, they could not migrate the damaged fish 

passes. In a futile effort to aid salmon passage, officials from the Southern Regional Fisheries 

Board breached the north western corner of the weir. Local anglers and SRFB officials netted 

salmon with landing nets and ferried some of these fish upriver.  
 

2. Central Fisheries Board and South West Regional Fisheries Board, were lobbied to fix the fish 

passes, and we believe that an outlay of around €60,000 would have repaired the fish passes at 

the time.  
 

3. In 2004 an anonymous complaint was made to the EU that fish migration was hampered at 

Fermoy Weir because of the damaged fish passes.  
 

4. In 2008, Inland Fisheries Ireland proposed the building of a rock ramp pass structure which 

would replace Fermoy Weir. Fermoy Weir is a protected structure, and locals protested that its 

removal could not be allowed. River users noted that the lower rock ramp pass structure would 

cause upstream water levels to drop to a point which would threaten the existence of some of 

our clubs.  
 

5. A fish bypass channel was then proposed but we have never been given sight of any plans for 

this. A major concern with any proposed new structure would be to ensure that historic water 

levels upriver are maintained.  
 

6. During the flood works, Lagan Construction under the instruction of IFI drove piles into the side 

of the Fish Pass as a temporary repair measure to allow fish get up the fish pass.  
 

7. We believe the Central Fisheries Board and Inland Fisheries Ireland have failed to come up with a 

viable repair plan for Fermoy Weir over the last 20 years because the only real plan they had was 

to put in a rock ramp pass. This would have necessitated the removal of a protected structure, 

which the people of Fermoy oppose outright.  
 

Quotes from various IFI and Department officials stating: 
 

..“The best thing that could happen is that the Weir be swept away” 

..“We want to take away every weir in the country” 

..“The bulldozers are ready to move in” 

..“We were never asked, nor did we ever stop a repair” 
 

Basically, we believe that the IFI are creating a smoke screen for the Minister. 
 

Fish stocks have been depleted by over fishing at sea, against Scientific Advice. This is further supported 

by a recent article in the UK Independent, which states that Wild Salmon figures were way down, in 

Scotland, blaming fish farming, draft netting and over fishing at sea, as the main causes for river 

depletion.  
 

The Irish Times article – 30/4/’19 reports; ‘IFI CEO Ciaran Byrne as saying the same factors are affecting 

populations in Ireland – mortality at sea, climate change including rising water temperatures, and sea 

lice arising from fish farming’. Dr Byrne acknowledges that marine mortalities have reached 96 per cent.  

For every 100 salmon smolts leaving Irish rivers, up to 30 used to return to spawn. In recent years that 

figure was “just three or four”, “this is at crisis point”. 
 

Official figures in Ireland for the river Blackwater, put draft net fishing on average at 1,500 per annum, 

whereas unofficial figures are estimated at being significantly higher than this. The claim that the weir 

should be removed because it has prevented Salmon from migrating upriver, can be totally discredited 



by the fact that the ‘official surplus for the Blackwater in 2018/19 is in excess of 7200 fish, which is back 

up at 2008 levels. 
 

Finally, we understand the proposal of a new fish bypass channel is being discussed and planned by the 

IFI and Cork County Council. We have yet to see plans of this channel despite several requests and as a 

result, have no idea of what is planned or what its effects will be on future water levels up river. We feel 

this new channel is unnecessary and a waste of taxpayer’s money. 
 

So, after all of the above evidence, why is a weir, that has functioned efficiently for over 200 years, all of 

a sudden, causing concern – just repair it. 

   

1. Summary – what is required as of now: 
 

a. A REPAIR TO THE WEIR needs to be carried out IMMEDIATELY without any further delay. Stone 

cages or a water filled boom could be installed upriver from bridge to restrict water flow through 

to the breach; this could cost in the region of €40k, and will allow our clubs operate some bit 

normality next month.  
 

b. The disappearance of and damage done to the weir at O’Neill Crowley Quay we believe was 

caused by Lagan Construction and the OPW. Both of these bodies need to be compelled to repair 

and rebuild the weir. Surely, they would have had an Insurance Bond for damage caused to the 

200 year old protected weir after their works? We suggest this need to be investigated 

immediately.  
 

c. Inland Fisheries Ireland are responsible for the free unhampered passage of migrating fish, it is 

their responsibility to ensure Cork County Council address the Fish Pass problems. 
 

d. The damage to the Mill Race Weir Wall and the damage to the fish passes, while two separate 

issues, need to be resolved simultaneously, as part of a holistic repair of a 200-year-old listed 

protected structure. 

 

e. There will be no need for a new and expensive fish pass in the triangle field, if the repairs ane 

rebuilding are carried out properly. 

 

f. Nobody is confirming anything to us, it’s all hearsay and rumour. We are not politicians or civil 

servants - but volunteers that are worn down from all the run around we are getting. 

 

All Rowing Activity, Swimming and the Disabled Wheelie boat functions, on the river Blackwater, in 

Fermoy, ceased today 8
th

 May, due to water levels dropping to ONE METRE below normal. The normal 

water levels for this time of year. SEE: https://waterlevel.ie/0000018124/0001/week/ 

 

Furthermore, Ireland's only Mk3 Wheelchair Accessible Boat, cannot safely launch or dock, preventing 

people of varied levels of ability from appreciating our magnificent Blackwater River, it's habitats and 

environs. This is in clear breach of the EU Convention on Human Rights for Disabled People.  

The Economic value and Enjoyment value to the people of Fermoy cannot be quantified in monetary 

terms. It is just ENORMOUS. Why are we being held to ransom by Inland Fisheries!  

There is a simple solution; Cork County Council immediately purchase and install, a water boon, which 

they will have purchase, in any case during the repair and rebuilding of the weir. This BOON can be 

placed professionally, in the river Blackwater, between the fish ladder and the Grand hotel quay wall. 

This will reduce dangerous water flows and rise water levels, upriver, but at the same time allow free 

unhindered passage of Salmon, Lamprey, Eels, Shad and Smolt. Some of these current passes are in 

perfect working order, if we could only get water to them! The cost of a BOOB is only €50,000 or less! 

 

 

            AT LEAST, SAVE OUR SUMMER, IN FERMOY, AND INSTALL A BOON 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fermoy Weir shortly before 

Flood Works began. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ramp/road built on top of 

Weir for Flood Works, Piling 

and building flood walls on 

O’Neill Crowley Quay. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ramp/road built and Piles 

driven in on top of Weir 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Breach on weir during 

2018 where Ramp/road 

and Piling were during 

flood work 
 

 

 

 

 

Weir continues to 

deteriorate badly April 2019 

 

The river here was narrowed 

by at least 2 meters, during 

the Flood Works as they 

built the new Flood Wall in 

the River. This resulted in an 

increased flow on the 

compromised Weir. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weir disappears at 

breaches during winter 

floods January 2019. 



 

 

 

Repairs to Fermoy Pool and Traverse Wall Fish Pass 1960’s 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Fish Pass around 2005 Fish 

Pass wall broken on bottom 

left corner 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2013  

Temporary repair to Fish Pass 

during Flood Relief Works  

Piles driven where wall was 

broken.  

 

 

 

 

 

2019 April  

 

(Fish Pass dry) 

 

Water levels upriver down 4 

foot on normal conditions for 

this time of year. 

 

 
 

 



Rowing Club can no longer launch their boats safely. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

View looking down river.  

River bed now showing along 

the sides. 

 

 

 

View looking Up River 

towards Rowing Club. 

 

River now dropping 3 or 4 

inches each day.  

May 2019 

 
 


